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trainonclick – BE THE BEST VERSION OF YOURSELF 

 

Good training is based on thorough research and yields tangible results. But we are 

busy with our work. Most of the time, we don't have enough time to do relevant 

research before enrolling ourselves for fitness related trainings & our kids to any 

centres for any sports  training and this becomes one of the worries. 

 

MISSION: 

We research and compare all the clubs and centres thoroughly and choose which 

has the best resources and which has the best affordable price for the Customer. 

 

VISION: 

Our vision is to make Goodwill where when someone thinks about fitness/sports 
training the first thing that should come to their mind should be trainonclick. 
 
Business Plan: 
Trainonclick is a Daily pass plan that provides customers to access different fitness 

centre’s / fitness training centres across UAE. 

 

A person can select any activity and book for the day. 

  

Here, customers can also take monthly membership from trainonclick and they can 

choose any clubs. 

 

Once they choose a membership plan, they will receive an amount of points  in their 

account which is worth of the plan they choose. 

 

Using these points, they can go to any fitness centres and choose any activity for the 

day. 

 

MARKETING PLAN: 

We are using all kinds of social media tools and other marketing tools to reach to our 

customers in every way possible. 

 

We have started to distribute Flyers and Brochures. 

 

We have telemarketing as well as outdoor marketing where we market trainonclick 

and make them understand what exactly trainonclick is. It helped us to gain more 

customers because they accept the new way of using the fitness centres. 

 

We are trying to find new and different Techniques of advertise our company. 
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FINANCIAL PLAN: 

 

Currently we are running with our own resources..As we know that we can grow 

much faster if any firm has financial support, so we are planning to attract Investors 

to grow our business and to achieve our Vision. 

 
 
Thank You! 
 
 


